
 SELL FOR MORE
At Black & White Estate Agents, we are one part of the equation when it comes to  
selling for more and you are the other equally important part.

Before you put your property up for sale, please take the time to read through this  
short yet informative guide as to what you can do to sell for more.

SELLING YOUR HOME  
FOR MORE, IT’S  
BLACK & WHITE



  // TO PAINT OR NOT TO PAINT

Painting is one of the easiest and more cost-effective ways 
to brighten up a tired home. Its amazing what a new coat 
of paint will do for your sale. Just remember that neutral 
colours will always be the easiest to accessorize and bright 
colours can be introduced with soft furnishing, artwork 
and rugs.

  // WINDOWS ARE THE EYES TO YOUR HOME

Nothing will allow for the flow of natural light more than 
clear and clean windows. They bring the outdoors indoors 
and make such a difference to the feel of a home. 

  // UNCLUTTER THEN UNCLUTTER AGAIN

For most of us our homes tell the story of our lives and 
loved ones. When it comes time to sell however, we want 
clean lines and uncluttered spaces. Box up and store all  
the things that will be transferred to your new home before 
placing your existing home on the market. For good  
measure, when you think you have uncluttered all you  
can, give it one last going over. Less is best.

  // OUR BELOVED FURRY FAMILY MEMBERS

Whilst our beloved pets are part of our families, they are 
not part of the buyer’s family. Ensuring your pets are  
adequately restrained during inspections, mess in the 
yards attended to and fur and pet odours inside are  
removed will create the best impression to buyers looking.

  // STEAM CLEAN CARPETS

Old carpets can often come up like new with a simple steam 
clean. Stains and marks that you have lived with for years can 
be gone with a good steam clean and this alone can add 
value to your home in the most cost-effective manner.

  // GLEAMING KITCHENS AND BATHROOMS 

No one likes the idea of cooking or washing in a dirty 
messy kitchen or bathroom. These are such personal  
spaces for us all but the golden rule of thumb is, make 
them all sparkle and smell fresh. 

  // WELL ORGANIZED GARAGE AND SHEDS

A beautifully presented house can be getting your buyer 
emotionally engaged until they see the garage. If it looks like 
you have emptied your life into the garage, it’s not giving the 
impression we want. Have the garage as impressive as the 
rest of the home. We want to sell a complete package.

  // DRESS TO IMPRESS (FURNITURE STAGING)

Whether it’s a few strategic pieces or a complete staging 
of your home, furniture staging can literally transform the 
way your property presents by utilising the latest and most 
fashionable pieces of furniture and decorative pieces. In 
many instances, this can literally add tens of thousands 
of dollars to your ultimate sale price. We are partnered 
to some of the area’s best staging companies and can 
arrange free quotes where and if required. 

  // GARDENS

If you have a garden, it’s the first thing a buyer will notice. 
If it’s not well maintained, we miss a golden opportunity 
to impress. Simple tips such as mulching the garden beds, 
mowing lawns, pruning and trimming plants and shrubs 
and cleaning up after our beloved furry family members 
will help with that initial impression and the all-important 
drive by.

  // KEEPING IT COOL

Amid a blazing summer or in the middle of winter,  
having the home comfortable and inviting is paramount to 
a great first impression. Air-conditioning or fans if installed 
turned on prior to open houses and inspections as well as 
heating in winter if things get a little chilly. 

  // SMELL THE ROSES

Nothing beats entering a building and being greeted 
by beautiful aromas. Whether it be bread baking, coffee 
brewing or the waft of a scented candle, smell sells. So 
create a beautiful sensory experience for your inspecting 
buyers. It really doesn’t cost much at all.

A PRE-SALE  
INSPECTION
Getting the right advice from the outset can save 
you thousands of dollars and hours of work on 
things that may not necessarily add any real value 
to the sale price. A pre-sale inspection can give 
you the insight into what will and won’t add value. 
Black & White Estate Agents provide complimentary 
pre-sale inspections and will often be the reason our 
sellers sell for more.



YOU CAN’T SELL  
A SECRET
For many folk thinking of selling, advertising  
and marketing appears to be viewed upon as an  
unnecessary expense. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. The more buyers that are aware  
your property is for sale, a higher number of  
buyers will inspect your home. The more people 
that inspect the higher the chance of two or more 
buyers wanting your home. Competition creates 
higher prices, it’s that simple, marketing is an  
investment in your sale not an expense. The right 
amount of marketing for each property will differ 
based on many factors and Black & White Estate 
Agents are experts in this area. 

DANGLE THE CARROT

Selling real estate is an incentive based business. In many 
ways, we sell on consignment. If we sell a property we get 
paid, if we don’t sell, we are paid nothing. Providing the 
highest incentive you can afford will often motivate an 
agent to get the highest possible outcome for his client. 
The reverse is also very true. A low incentive will typically 
attract a poor performing and apathetic agent and little 
would be done to work hard to get more than you might 
accept. The old saying “what gets rewarded gets done” is 
so true with real estate agents. It is often the case that the 
best agents earn the best fees by delivering the best sale 
price to their clients. Black & White Estate Agents offer 
our unique FairFee that gives you the best of both worlds. 

EMPLOY THE BEST NEGOTIATOR

The agent you select is responsible to negotiate, what for 
many people, is their biggest and most valuable asset. To 
place this enormous responsibility in the hands of  
inexperience or incompetence will have a devastating effect 
on the sale price of any property. Real estate negotiating is 
a skill that is learned and is not simply a matter of having the 
gift of the gab. It is a craft that is honed over many years of 
industry training and any agent you decide to appoint should 
be able to give you a live demonstration as to how they 
would negotiate a higher price for you. If they are unable 
to perform this “negotiation roleplay” chances are they are 
just winging it. Road test your agent before you appoint. It 
will not only save you thousands of dollars, it will make you 
thousands of dollars. 



A STRATEGY FOR  
SUCCESS
A well-executed sales strategy will ensure your 
home is not sitting on the market for a lengthy 
period. Often the longer a property sits on the 
market, the less it eventually sells for. A thoughtful 
well-planned sales strategy is often overlooked 
when an agent is appointed however it so important 
that you know “how” an agent will go about selling 
your home. There is a lot more to a successful sales 
strategy than simply considering an auction, private 
tender or private sale. Look for the agent that  
provides a detailed insight as too what happens 
moving forward on a week to week basis. It should 
simply make sense when you hear the right strategy. 

LIKE & TRUST

If you ask most sellers why they selected the agent they 
choose, often the answer is “we liked and trusted them”. 
This is a gut feeling that should never be overlooked. The 
relationship of seller/agent is not just a legal relationship 
but one that should be founded in trust and likeability. You 
will need to work very closely with your agent as well as 
trust they are doing the right thing by both you and your 
property. If your instinct says no, then no it should be.
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EASY TO CONTACT

Nothing frustrates both sellers and buyers more than not 
being able to get through to the agent. Un-answered phone 
calls, emails and text messages not returned is the cause of 
much anxiety during a property transaction. Checking the 
response time of telephone calls, emails and text messages 
can be an easy test of your agent’s response time. Doing a 
little investigative journalism can save thousands of dollars 
and much stress. 


